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Introduction

I Long instrumental climatic series are of paramount
importance to study climate variability and trends

I There are a limited number of observatories with series
spanning more than 100 years

I Many old meteorological observations remain in paper
archives of observations and strip recording charts

I ⇒ Rescuing these old records may help extending many
series backwards.

I Here we present two recent projects that have enabled the
incorporation of daily data to two long Spanish series from
which only monthly summaries were available in their older
parts: Maó (Minorca, Balearic islands) and Oviedo
(Asturias, northern Spain).



Oviedo and Maó locations



Maó series (1863-1932)

I Original records located at Maó municipality archives and
the cultural association Ateneu de Maó.

I Studied and digitized (only precipitation, but 70 years long)
by Paz Carreras with a fund provided by the
Institut Menorquı́ d’Estudis.

I Observers:
I Joaquı́n Carreras, retired merchant marine pilot

(1863-1884), at 15th Infanta street.
I Mauricio Hernández, pharmacist (1885-1932), at Prieto y

Caules street (now s’Arraval street).
I Only some 300 m separate both locations, and later

observations were taken at a similar distance.



Maó historical locations



Old observatory at pharmacy rooftop



Example of original data



Example of digitized data



Management of Maó digitized data

I Excel files had to be exported to CSV files sheet by sheet, then
read with R.

I As no missing data code was used, empty cells were assigned
zero precipitation.

I But some months lacked daily data: January to September,
1863; February 1885 to January 1886. In this cases, monthly
totals were assigned to the 31st day.
⇒ Manual investigation of cases.

I Comparison between digitized and published monthly totals
show some differences which must also be investigated.

I Absolute homogeneity tests (von Neumann and Thom) gave a
95% confidence on the homogeneity of the monthly series, but
an inhomogeneous period is present in 1909-1913, attributed to
a drought. (So neatly set in and out?)

I Pending tasks: Obtain images of all documents and digitize the
rest of the variables.



Mao 1863-1932 rescued daily series
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Mao 1863-2016 series (monthly data)
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Rescued vs. published monthly data
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Published 1906 monthly data



Oviedo series (1851-1936 and 1946-1958)

Data of different climatic variables recorded at the Oviedo University
were rescued (1,147,832 records) within the project REDASHO:

I 1851/01/01: Beginning of observations (outdoor instruments in
the botanical garden and barometer in a room of the University).

I 1861/09: Observatory relocated in a yard SW of the building.
(Wind vane stays at the roof, at 22.3 m.)

I 1871/04: Instruments relocated to an observation tower of the
University.

I 1934/10: Observations interrupted because of a fire.

I 1936 to 1946: Observations interrupted because of the civil war.

I 1958: End of the observations.

Other nearby series: La Cadellada (1941-1985) at less than 2 km,
and current AEMET observatory (since 1973) at 2.4 km.



Oviedo historical locations



Other Oviedo stations



Oviedo around 1940



Thermometer screens

Lectern type (left) and Montsouris (right) thermometer screens



Example of original data



Example of neat anb blurred original data



Example of digitized data



Mean temperature at nearby stations



Management of Oviedo digitized data

I Simple one-sheet Excel files allow direct reading through R
functions.

I ’b’ missing data code: Empty precipitation cells can be
assigned zero precipitation.

I Current task: Consistency checks of daily data.
I Pending tasks:

I Obtain images of 1851-1900 documents.
I Consistency checks between digitized daily and preexistent

monthly data.
I Homogenization and adjustment of the 1851-2017 series.

I Project: to install an AWS in the old observatory tower to
lengthen the series with parallel observations.



Lessons learned
It is important to obtain images of the original documents, which help
in preserving their information and avoid their repeated manipulation
during the digitization and checking of suspect data.

Excel files used for digitization should very simple and homogeneous
to allow their automatic processing:

I File names should be ASCII, with no spaces, and follow a
systematic convention. E.g.: 1885dailyPrec.xlsx instead of
”Datos diarios de precipitación (Mahón, 1885).xlsx”

I Use consistent short variable names in the header.

I No graphics or derived calculations apart from monthly means or
totals should be included, nor historical notes. (All this can go in
separate copies of the sheets.)

I Accompanying files can give all necessary details about file
contents and history notes.

I Use a missing data code if zero precipitation is not digitized to
save work.
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